Abstract. In this paper, we study the hereditary properties of module (φ, ϕ)-amenability on Banach algebras. We also define the concept of module character contractibility for Banach algebras and obtain characterizations of module character contractible Banach algebras in terms of the existence of module (φ, ϕ)-diagonals. We introduce module approximately character amenable Banach algebras. Finally, for every inverse semigroup S with subsemigroup E of idempotents, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for the ℓ 1 (S) and its second dual to be module approximate character amenable (as a ℓ 1 (E)-module).
Introduction
M. Amini [1] introduced the notion of module amenability for a class of Banach algebras which could be considered as a generalization of the Johnson's amenability [16] . He showed that for an inverse semigroup S with the set of idempotents E, the semigroup algebra ℓ 1 (S) is module amenable, as a Banach module over ℓ 1 (E), if and only if S is amenable. This notion is modified in [7] , using module homomorphisms between Banach algebras. Motivated by φ-amenability and character amenability which are studied in [17] , [18] and [20] , Bodaghi and Amini [8] introduced the concept of module (φ, ϕ)-amenability for Banach algebras and investigated a module character amenable Banach algebra. They showed that such Banach algebras posses module character virtual (approximate) diagonals. Also, in [8] , the authors have characterized the module (φ, ϕ)-amenability of a Banach algebra A through vanishing of the first Hochschild module cohomology group H 1 A (A, X * ) for certain Banach A-bimodules X. In [24] , Aghababa and Bodaghi introduced the concepts of module (uniform) approximate amenability and contractibility for Banach algebras (for the classical cases of such notions, see [13] and [14] ). They proved that ℓ 1 (S) is module approximately amenable (contractible) if and only if it is module uniformly approximately amenable if and only if S is amenable. Also, they showed that the module (uniform) approximate amenability of ℓ 1 (S) * * is equivalent to the finitness of a maximal group homomorphic image of S. Furthermore, in [24] , the authors provided some examples of Banach algebras that are module approximately amenable but not approximately amenable (for more information about other notions of module amenability, see [4] , [5] , [6] , [9] , [19] and [22] ).
In this paper, we continue the investigation of the module character amenability which is begun in [8] and study the hereditary properties of module (φ, ϕ)-amenability on Banach algebras. We also give a characterizations of module (φ, ϕ)-amenability in terms of Hahn-Banach type extension property (module version). As an example, we indicate a module character amenable Banach algebra which is not character amenable. In section 4, we define module character contractible Banach algebras. The main result of this section asserts that module character contractibility is equivalent to the existence of a module diagonal and having a left identity. In the last section, we define the concept of module approximate (φ, ϕ)-amenability on Banach algebras and characterize φ(ab) = φ(a)φ(b), φ(a · α) = φ(α · a) = ϕ(α)φ(a) (a ∈ A, α ∈ A).
We denote the set of all such maps by Ω A .
2.2.
Definition. Let A be a Banach A-bimodule and ϕ ∈ Φ A and φ ∈ Ω A . We say the Banach space X is ((φ, ϕ), A-A)-bimodule if left module action A on X given a · x = φ(a) · x and the action A on X given by α · x = x · α = ϕ(α)x for all a ∈ A, α ∈ A and x ∈ X. Similarly, we say X is (A-A, (φ, ϕ))-bimodule, if right module action A on X given by x · a = φ(a) · x and action A on X given by α · x = x · α = ϕ(α)x.
2.3.
Definition. Let A be a Banach A-bimodule and ϕ ∈ Φ A and φ ∈ Ω A . Then
(iii) A is module character amenable ( contractible) if it is both left and right module character amenable ( contractible).
2.4.
Definition. Let A be a Banach A-bimodule and ϕ ∈ Φ A and φ ∈ Ω A . Then One should remember that if A = C and ϕ is the identity map then all of the above definitions coincide with their classical case (see [15] , [17] , [18] , [20] and [25] ).
Module character amenability
Throughout this section, we assume that A is a Banach A-bimodule with compatible actions (2.0.1) and ϕ ∈ Φ A , φ ∈ Ω A . The canonical images of a ∈ A and A in A * * are denoted by a and A, respectively.
It is proved in [8, 
Proof. (i)⇒(ii) Suppose that A is module (φ, ϕ)-amenable and thus a (φ, ϕ)-mean m ∈ A * * exists.
Take a net (u j ) in A with the property that u j → m in the w * -topology of A * * in which u j ≤ m for all j. Since ϕ•φ, u j → ϕ•φ, m = 1, after passing to a subnet and replacing u j by ( 
Clearly, B is convex and so T (B) is a convex subset of A A . Since ϕ • φ(u j ) = 1 for all j, the zero element of A A is contained in the closure of T (B) with respect to the product of the weak topology. Thus for all f ∈ A * , we have
This product of weak topologies coincide with the weak topology on A A ; [28, Theorem 4.3] . By
Mazur's theorem, the weak closure of T (B) equals the closure of T (B) in the norm topology on A A . In other words,
. .
It follows that there exists a bounded net (a j ) j in B such that T (a j ) j → 0 and this means that ϕ • φ(a j ) = 1 and
for all j and all a ∈ A, α ∈ A.
(ii)⇒(i) Assume that a net (a j ) j exists. Let m be w * -cluster point net (a j ) j in A * * . Then
On the other hand,
for all a ∈ A and f ∈ A * . This finishes the proof. such that the left action of A and A on g are α·g = ϕ(α)g and a·g = ϕ•φ(a)g, respectively, for all a ∈ A, α ∈ A, then g extends to some
Proof. (i)⇒(ii) Letg ∈ X * such thatg extends g and g = g . Take a ∈ A satisfies ϕ • φ(a) = 1.
Then a ·g also extends g. Since A is module (φ, ϕ)-amenable, by the pervious theorem there exists a net (u j ) j in A such that, for all j, we get ϕ • φ(u j ) = 1 and u j ≤ C for some constant C > 0 and
for all a ∈ A, α ∈ A; see Theorem 3.2. Then, u j ·g extends g and we may assume that u j ·g ≤ C g + 1 for all j. After passing to a subnet, one can also assume that u j ·g → f in the w * -topology for some f ∈ X * . Obviously, f extends g because for any y ∈ Y , we have
Taking w * -limits for all a ∈ A, α ∈ A, we deduce that
Also,
for all f ∈ X * and all α ∈ A,Therefore (ii) holds.
(ii)⇒(i) Take X = A * and Y = C(ϕ • φ). Let n ∈ Y * be defined by n, ϕ • φ = 1. Then, the left action of A on n will be by a · n = ϕ • φ(a)n and α · n = ϕ(α)n. By assumption, there exists
for all α ∈ A and all a ∈ A. Therefore, m is a (φ, ϕ)-mean on A * * .
Let F ∈ A * * and G ∈ A * * . Take the nets (α j ) ⊂ A and (a k ) ⊂ A such that α j 
Now, for any F ∈ A * * and Ψ ∈ A * * * , similar to the above computations, we can show that
For the converse, assume that M is a (φ * * , ϕ
Let A be a Banach A-bimodule with compatible actions (2.0.1) and ϕ ∈ Φ A , φ ∈ Ω A . Similar to the classical case, by applying w * -continuity, it is easily verfied that an element m ∈ A * * is a module (φ, ϕ)-mean for A if and only if for all n ∈ A * * and α ∈ A, we have Proof. Let P : A −→ A/I and P : A −→ A/I be the canonical projections. Assume that e is a right identity for I and m ∈ A such that P(m) is module (φ,φ)-mean for A/I. Clearly, P(e) = 0. Thus for any a ∈ A, we get
This implies that a(m−me)−ϕ•φ(m−me) ∈ I. Since e is a right identity for I and (m−me)e = 0, we have
So a(m − me) = (ϕ • φ)(a)(m − me). Also, for each α ∈ A, we have
Hence α · (m − me) − ϕ(a)(m − me) ∈ I. Now, similar the above we can show that α · (m − me) = ϕ(a)(m − me). Furthermore,
Therefore, m − me is module (ϕ, φ)-mean in A.
The following result indicates a necessary and sufficient for being module (φ, ϕ)-amenability of a Banach algebra. Proof. Assume that (u j ) is a bounded right approximate identity for ker(ϕ • φ).
for all a ∈ A and α ∈ A. Putting a j = a 0 b j for all j, we have ϕ • φ(a j ) = 1 and
for all a ∈ A and α ∈ A. Therefore, A is module (φ, ϕ)-amenable by Theorem 3.2. Now, by letting e j = u j − a 0 u j + a 0 for all j, we get a − aa 0 ∈ ker(ϕ • φ), and thus
for all a ∈ A. It follows that (e j ) is a right approximate identity for A.
For the converse, it follows firsty from the definition that A is (φ, ϕ)-amenable. Now, the proof of [17, Proposition 2.2] can be repeated to obtain the result by interchanging ϕ by ϕ • φ.
Consider the module projective tensor product A ⊗ A A which is isomorphic to the quotient space (A ⊗A)/I A , where I A is the closed ideal of the projective tensor product A ⊗A generated by elements of the form a · α ⊗ b − a ⊗ α · b for α ∈ A, a, b ∈ A [27] . Also consider the closed ideal J A of A generated by elements of the form (a · α)b − a(α · b) for α ∈ A, a, b ∈ A. Then I A and J A are A-submodules and A-submodules of A ⊗A and A, respectively, and the quotients A ⊗ A A and A/J A are A-modules and A-modules. Also A/J A is a Banach A-A-modules with the canonical action. Throughout, We shall denote I A and J A by I and J, respectively, if there is no risk of confusion.
A discrete semigroup S is called an inverse semigroup if for each s ∈ S there is a unique element s * ∈ S such that ss * s = s and s * ss * = s * . An element e ∈ S is called an idempotent if e = e * = e 2 . The set of idempotents of S is denoted by E.
For an inverse semigroup S, the ideal J ℓ 1 (S) (or J) is the closed linear span of {δ set − δ st : s, t ∈ S, e ∈ E}. We consider an equivalence relation on S as follows:
In this case the quotient S/≈ is a discrete group (see [2] and [22] In the next example, we bring a module character amenable Banach algebra which is not character amenable.
3.7. Example. Let G be a group with identity e, and let Γ be a non-empty set. Then the Brandt inverse semigroup corresponding to G and Γ, denoted by S = M(G, Γ), is the collection of all Γ× Γ matrices (g) ij with g ∈ G in the (i, j) th place and 0 (zero) elsewhere and the Γ × Γ zero matrix 0. Multiplication in S is given by the formula
and (g) * ij = (g −1 ) ji and 0 * = 0. The set of all idempotents is E S = {(e) ii : i ∈ Γ} {0}. It is shown in [22] Let N be the closed ideal of A * * generated by ( In analogy with the classical case we characterize the inverse semigroup that the second dual of its algebras is module character amenable. 
and obviously α · m = ϕ(α)m for all a ∈ A, α ∈ A.
(ii)⇒ (i) Let ϕ • φ(m) = 1 and am = φ(a) · m, α · m = m · α = ϕ(α)m for all a ∈ A, α ∈ A. Suppose that D : A −→ X is module derivation, when the right action A on X is x · a = φ(a) · x and action of A on X is α · x = x · α = ϕ(α)x for all α ∈ A and x ∈ X.Put x = D(m), then
Let A be Banach A-module, and let φ ∈ Ω A , ϕ ∈ Φ A . It is obvious that φ((a · α)b − a(α · b)) = 0, hence φ = 0 on J and φ lifts toφ : A/J → A and thusφ ∈ Ω A/J . Also, (φ⊗φ)(a·α⊗b−a⊗α·b) = 0, and so the map φ ⊗ φ :
4.2.
Definition. Let A be Banach A-module and let φ ∈ Ω A and ϕ ∈ Φ A . An element m ∈ A ⊗ A A is a module (φ, ϕ)-diagonal for A if
Recall that a left Banach A-module X is called left essential if the linear span of A · X = {a · x : a ∈ A, x ∈ X} is dense in X. Right essential A-modules and two-sided essential A-bimodules are defined similarly. Proof. We follow the argument in [15, Theorem 6.3] .
(i) Suppose that A is module (0, ϕ)-contractible. Let X 0 = A⊕ 1 A. Consider the module actions A and A on X 0 as follows: (ii) Let A is module (φ, ϕ)-contractible. We consider the Banach A-bimodule A ⊗A with the module action
and similarly for the right action, A acts as a bimodule on A ⊗ A A. Also A ⊗ A A is a A-bimodule with the following actions:
Obviously, the above actions are well-defined. Let m 0 ∈ A ⊗ A A such that (ϕ ⊗ ϕ) • (φ ⊗ φ), m 0 = 1, and consider the inner derivation
Since A is a left essential A-module, it follows from the proof of [9, Theorem 3.14] that the map ϕ•φ is C-linear. A simple computation shows that image of D m0 is a subset of ker (ϕ⊗ϕ)•(φ ⊗ φ). Thus, by the hypothesis there exists
Conversely, let m be a (φ, ϕ)-diagonal for A. Suppose that X is a Banach A-module and Banach A-module such that a · x = φ(a) · x and α · x = x · α = ϕ(α)x for all x ∈ X, a ∈ A and α ∈ A. Let D : A −→ X be a module derivation. Put x 0 = D( ω( m)) and a ∈ A such that (ϕ • φ)(a) = 1. Then (iii) This is a direct consequence of (i) and (ii).
Module Approximate character amenability
5.1. Definition. Let A be a Banach A-bimodule and ϕ ∈ Φ A and φ ∈ Ω A . A net {m j } j ⊂ A * * is called a module ( uniformly, w * -) approximate (φ, ϕ)-mean if m j (ϕ • φ) = 1 and for all a ∈ A and
( uniformly on the unit ball of A, in the w * -topology of A * * , respectively).
5.2.
Theorem. Let A be a Banach A-bimodule and ϕ ∈ Φ A and φ ∈ Ω A . If left action A on A is α · a = ϕ(α)a, then the following statement are equivalent:
(ii) There exist a module (uniformly, w * -, respectively) approximately (φ, ϕ)-mean; 
Proof. (i)⇒(ii) We firstly define the actions of A and A on X = A * through
Then X is a ((φ, ϕ) , A-A)-bimodule and X * = A * * is a (A-A, (φ, ϕ) )-bimodule that module action are given by ((φ, ϕ) , A-A)-bimodule, for which the module actions are given by:
Setting m ∈ A * * with m, ϕ • φ = 1 and defining a derivation
to the module approximate (φ, ϕ)-amenability of A, there exists a net {n j } ⊂ {Cϕ • φ} ⊥ so that
for all a ∈ A. Obviously, α · m j − ϕ(α)m j , f → 0 for all α ∈ A and all f ∈ A * . Therefore, {m j } j is a module approximate (φ, ϕ)-mean on A * .
(ii)⇒(iii) It is clear.
for all a ∈ A and x ∈ X. This implies
where M = sup{|(ϕ • φ)(a)|, |ϕ(α)|; a ∈ F, α ∈ H}. Thus, for any f ∈ ∆ and a ∈ F , we have
Similarly, one can show that | f, α · a k − ϕ(α)a k | < ǫ for all f ∈ ∆ and α ∈ H. So, there exists a net {b l } l ⊂ A such that for each a ∈ A, ϕ • φ(b l ) → 1 and
weakly in A. Lastly, for each finite sets F = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n }, H = {α 1 , ..., α m } of A and A, respectively, consider the set
Hence, in the Banach space A n+m × C, ( n+m−times 0, 0, ..., 0 , 1) is in the weak cluster of the convex hull of C. Using Mazur's theorem, for each ǫ > 0, there exists V ǫ,F,H ∈ co{b l } such that aV ǫ,F,H − ϕ • φ(a)V ǫ,F,H < ǫ, α · V ǫ,F,H − φ(α)V ǫ,F,H < ǫ and |ϕ • φ(V ǫ,F,H ) − 1| < ǫ for all a ∈ F, α ∈ H. Therefore, there exists a net {n l } l ⊆ A such that (ϕ • φ)(n l ) → 1 and for all a ∈ A, α ∈ A an l − ϕ • φ(a)n l → 0, α · n l − ϕ(α)n l → 0. This completes the proof. Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a module approximate (φ • θ, ϕ)-mean {m j } ⊆ A * * such that
to the proof of [8, Proposition 2.3], we can show that (g ·α)•θ = (g •θ)·α and (g ·θ(a))•θ = (g •θ)·a for all a ∈ A, α ∈ A and g ∈ B * . So we have
for all α ∈ A and g ∈ B * . Hence, α · m j − ϕ(α)m j → 0for all α ∈ A and g ∈ B * . On the other hand,
for all a ∈ A and g ∈ B * . Therefore, (n j ) is module approximate (ϕ • φ)-mean for B. Module approximate character amenability of ℓ 1 (S) and its second dual for an inverse semigroup S is characterized in the following result.
5.6. Theorem. Let S be an inverse semigroup with the set of idempotents E. Then Let A be a Banach algebra and a Banach A-bimodule with compatible actions. Suppose φ ∈ Ω A and ϕ is the extention of ϕ on
is the module unitization of A). We can eaily verify that φ is multiplicative and
Therefore φ is an extension of φ such that φ(0, u) = ϕ(u) is the extension h 0 =0 of the zero function (for more details see [8] Let A and B be Banach algebras and A ⊗B be the projective tensor product of A and B. Then A ⊗B is a Banach A ⊗A-module with the following actions:
(α ⊗ β) · (a ⊗ b) = (α · a) ⊗ (β · b) (a ∈ A, b ∈ B, α, β ∈ A), and similarly for the right action. For ϕ ∈ Ω A and ψ ∈ Ω B , consider ϕ ⊗ ψ by (ϕ ⊗ ψ)(a ⊗ b) = ϕ(a)ψ(b) for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B. Clearly, ϕ ⊗ ψ ∈ Ω A ⊗B . Also if ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ∈ Φ A ∪ {0}, then ϕ 1 ⊗ ϕ 2 ∈ Φ A ⊗A ∪ {0}, and ifφ ∈ Φ A ⊗A , thenφ = ϕ 1 ⊗ ϕ 2 where ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ∈ Φ A . 5.10. Proposition. Let A and B be Banach A-modules, and let φ ∈ Ω A , ψ ∈ Ω B and ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ∈ Φ A . 
